Youtube for Teaching Listening in English Language: the Benefits in Experts’ Views
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Abstrak
Beberapa siswa Indonesia mengungkapkan bahwa mereka menemukan kesulitan dalam belajar mendengarkan karena mendengarkan hanya dapat dilakukan dalam satu kesempatan tanpa dapat mengulanginya. Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk menganalisis pengaruh penggunaan video YouTube dalam pengajaran mendengarkan dengan mengevaluasi hasil penelitian sebelumnya dalam temuan dan memeriksa beberapa referensi tertulis yang meliputi teori, keyakinan, temuan penelitian, dan sumber lain yang terkait dengan dampak video YouTube. Penelitian ini menggunakan penelitian kepustakaan sebagai teknik pengumpulan data yang menggunakan sumber dari beberapa dokumentasi. Sumber data diperoleh dari sumber tertulis yang terkait dengan penggunaan video YouTube dalam pengajaran mendengarkan. Hasil penelitian menunjukkan jumlah siswa terbanyak (54 siswa) yang mengaku YouTube hanya untuk hiburan, sedangkan tiga siswa mengakses YouTube terkait materi pendidikan lainnya. Dapat disimpulkan bahwa YouTube adalah situs web tempat para guru atau siswa dapat mengambil bahan ajar otentik, video hiburan, dan dapat digunakan sebagai sumber belajar. Siswa tampak tertarik dengan kegiatan belajar saat menggunakan YouTube karena video YouTube menarik perhatian mereka. Siswa dapat memperoleh wawasan yang lebih baik tentang pelajaran mata pelajaran dengan bantuan video YouTube yang memberikan dukungan visual.
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Abstract
Several Indonesian students said that they found difficulties in listening because listening could only be done on one occasion without being repeated. This study aims to analyze the influence of YouTube videos in research related to the results of previous studies in the findings and examine several written references, including theories, beliefs, and research findings related to YouTube videos. This study uses library research as a data collection technique that uses sources from several documentations. Sources of data were obtained from written sources related to YouTube videos in listening to the teaching. The results showed that the highest number of students (54 students) admitted that only YouTube was for entertainment, while three students accessed YouTube related to other educational materials. It can be said that YouTube is a website where teachers or students can take authentic materials, entertainment videos and can be used as learning resources. Students seem interested in learning activities when using YouTube because YouTube videos attract their attention. Students can gain better insight into the subject matter with the help of YouTube videos which provide visual support.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Video-based learning is not a new theory in language teaching methodology, many studies have focusing on the effectiveness of using videos as media in foreign language teaching are still highly conducted by language teaching experts (Bajrami & Ismaili, 2016; Kamelia, 2019; Megawati & Utami, 2020). English plays an important role in many aspects of human life; one of them is in educational aspect (Hajri et al., 2018; Tanihardjo, 2016). Since English has become a meaningful subject of language learning in Indonesia educational institutions (Djami & Kuswandono, 2020; Hanifa, 2018; Khotimah et al., 2019). English has been taught for many years from primary school to higher education level. The purposes of learning English are beneficial for everyone who was adapting to the global era and not only for those who major in English (Gunawan et al., 2019; Khotimah et al., 2019; Zein et al., 2020). Videos have been helpful material for teachers to enhance student’s language learning skills (Bajrami & Ismaili, 2016; Megawati & Utami, 2020; Putri et al., 2020). Furthermore,
encouraging students’ cognitive development is proved to be efficient using videos. videos enable language learners to achieve vocabulary and grammar, encourage pronunciation ability, and increase their language skills such as reading, writing, speaking, and listening.

Students receive information while learning a language through receptive skills; one of them is listening (Alilateh & Widyantoro, 2019; Gilakjani & Sabouri, 2017). Listening skills are the most important skills that must be prioritized from other language skills such as reading, writing, and speaking (Alodwan & Almosa, 2018; Atiyah & Izzah, 2019). Listening is an important skill for a student’s language development. Listening as a process of receiving what is heard and analyzing into verbal units where meaning is then applied (Sah & Shah, 2020; Saraswaty, 2018). The main means of hearing and understanding information from an idea put forth by someone. Thus, English foreign language students are supposed to have good ability in listening skills. Listening takes up 40-50% rather than other skills on communication (Rizkan, et al., 2019). However English foreign language students find listening very difficult to achieve. Some of Indonesian students revealed that they found difficulties in learning listening because listening can only be done in one shot without being able to repeat it (Hanifa, 2018; Kurniawati, 2016). To decrease this problem, the teacher should find or use teaching media to facilitate the teaching and learning of listening (Chien et al., 2020; Perez et al., 2013). As explained above, YouTube video is one of the alternative tools to be used in language teaching which provides audio-visual information. It offers fun and fast access to instruction, culture-based videos, and language from all over the world.

Technology also plays an important role in this global era in which technology can be used for many aspects of daily life (Phelps et al., 2021; Raja & Nagasubramani, 2018). Nowadays, the use of internet also increase very dramatically (Juwandi & Widyana, 2019; Tempola et al., 2020). The beneficial that technology offers for learners are many online materials, like learning websites, and a lot of incredible information sources. There are many various of program and application based on internet or web, one of them is YouTube (Fachriyah, 2020; Mahasneh et al., 2021). YouTube is considered a source of online material that can play a key role in the teaching and learning field. In addition, YouTube websites can provide teachers and students with everyday videos and authentic situations that may help the students improve their understanding and performance in English language lessons (Khatri et al., 2020; Selvi et al., 2020). Learners can gain positive indicators when they watch authentic and real-life clips. YouTube is one of online learning media which contain several kind of video made by creator who become its content creator. Furthermore, YouTube videos give the students chance to memorize the lesson more easily. Some previous researcher also had been examined the effect of using YouTube video in teaching listening skill (Ho & Tai, 2020; Saed et al., 2021). The result of the research showed that there was a positive effect of using YouTube video in improving students’ listening ability. By utilizing some previous studies, this research is aimed to review the effect of the use of YouTube video in enhancing students' listening skill.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This research used library research; a data collection technique that uses sources from several documentations. Library research is a research that carried out by collecting information and data from the various materials in the library such as books, similar results of previous research, articles, notes, and various journals related to the problem to be solved. In this case, the data sources are acquired from written resources related to the use of YouTube videos in teaching listening. The writer collected all information from the literature and studied the researcher's point of view related to the discussed topic. Then, the writer concluded a significant point which later produces the solution for the problems in teaching listening.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Result

A survey was conducted to see students' points of view related to the use of YouTube videos in learning English at Northern Taiwan to 69 university students. The students were in sophomore year that enrolled in English class (Kelsen, 2016). From students, 92 % of male students and 84 % of female students had access over the internet connection and acknowledge that they were regularly accessed or connected to this social media. However, students rarely used YouTube to learn English before YouTube being implemented in the class. The highest number of students (54 students) admitted that YouTube is entertainment purposes only, while three of the students accessed YouTube related to other educational materials. The first and second-semester students were introduced to YouTube. After experiencing the learning methodology by using YouTube, it was discovered from the survey that the frequency of accessing YouTube outside of the classroom increased. Even, the students started taking advantage of YouTube in learning English. Of 69 students, 30 students thought that YouTube is interesting. Moreover, from the 69 students, 32 students found the subjects learned are relevant to YouTube videos. Furthermore, 21 and 24 students stated that they felt motivated to learn English inside and outside the classroom when using YouTube.

The results of her research are the students thought that YouTube assists them to improve their English proficiency especially in speaking and listening. It also found that since the students can access YouTube inside and outside the classroom, students had better learning. there was a positive result of YouTube videos in listening class. Moreover, the students felt that their knowledge increase because they can repeat the videos (learning materials) on YouTube. Students admitted that they can easily find many videos that can be used as a source to improve their listening comprehension. Moreover, Previous research found out that the students' listening comprehension improved significantly because the use of video (Kim, 2017). The study aimed to find out the tendency in using social media as learning resources that exist among students (Liu, 2010). The 212 students of the University of Houston were involved in this investigation as the sample. The results showed that a high number of students used YouTube as their learning resources. It showed from the percentage that 70% of students were accessing YouTube while 30% of the students using podcasts. It also revealed that YouTube gives easy access and unlimited information also an authentic resource to the students. Through YouTube videos, helps the student enhance their analytical skill along with other skills in the learning process.

Students tend to be directed by the teacher to watch, plan, and practice before they getting tasks from their teacher. He wrote that teachers can use videos Karaoke taken from YouTube to enhance their listening skills as well as other skills like vocabulary, contraction, speed, and tempo of speech. listening is facilitated by the wide range of language aspects. YouTube provides students' a visual media content that they familiar with within an educational context. The study result is presented steps and procedures to improve students’ motivation and participation in the CLIL context. The study also shows the way the audiovisual video from YouTube can be used to teach low-level learners the other subjects through English. The video with subtitles is often getting the students concentration because most students usually concentrate largely on the written word, by the loss of many visual and aural representation of the message. This study also indicated that the authentic material as well as the activities and tasks for teaching using video is important to choose carefully. The findings show that YouTube video integration can effectively improve student's learning and increase their involvement (Silviyanti's, 2014). Watching YouTube videos are considered a more functional activity than the traditional method. These findings indicate that YouTube videos provide high learning and are most effective at enhancing the students' educational knowledge as well as skills.
Discussion

From the result, it shows that YouTube has improved students’ listening ability. Students' listening and speaking ability improved after using YouTube. In addition, their knowledge of the subject learned is developed. The learning process using YouTube videos, students' analytical skills are developed among the other skills (Lapitan et al., 2021; Liu, 2010). Furthermore, Liu explained that this happens because the authentic resources and unlimited information are providing by YouTube. The students' perception that YouTube motivated them to learn listening (Hussaeni et al., 2020; Kelsen, 2016). Besides, they thought that listening by using YouTube made learning more interesting (Alwehaibi, 2015; Fachriyah, 2020). YouTube application in teaching listening in the classroom can make students are motivated and interested in learning listening.

YouTube enabled the teacher to create activity in improving students’ listening ability as well as helping them identifying vocabulary, contraction, speed, and tempo of speech (Khalid & Muhammad, 2012; Khatri et al., 2020). YouTube is a good site to be used in enhancing students' listening comprehension. It was discovered that YouTube supply both visual and audio to the learners which gave the students the opportunity to figure out the speech or words that they heard while learning the subject content as well as improving their language ability (Saed et al., 2021; Selvi et al., 2020). The study result shows that students' motivation and participation can be enhancing when using YouTube as authentic materials. Besides that, the activities and tasks for teaching using videos should be chosen carefully.

Students' attitudes towards YouTube videos integration with the students' improvement in listening. It was found that the student's motivation and participation in class activity had increased. Thus, YouTube videos obviously have benefits in helping students to improve their listening comprehension ability. YouTube are affecting students listening proficiency and also impacts on the other skills such as speaking and vocabulary (Fachriyah, 2020; Khalid & Muhammad, 2012; Khatri et al., 2020). There are certain elements like audio-visual aid and video-text contents in YouTube which enable learners understand well. Aside from the performance aspects, students' attitudes towards the use of YouTube point to positives influences. By using YouTube, students were motivated, interested, active, productive, and enjoyed the listening activity. In consequence, YouTube videos are seemed to be able to provide the learning materials, especially for teaching listening to the students.

4. CONCLUSION

Students seemed interested in learning activities when using YouTube because YouTube videos attract their attention. Students could get a better insight into the subject lesson with the help of YouTube videos which provide visual support. Furthermore, YouTube videos gain students' knowledge as well as listening skills because it makes the classroom situation when learning more enjoyable, motivating, interesting, cooperative, creative, and productive. By using YouTube videos, they should be active and productive during the lesson.
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